Flush Mount
(MV-700SCC)
Included in Cruz Kit
Low-profile suction cup
with single hinge
adheres to most smooth,
relatively flat deck
surfaces. Does not
adhere well to rough
carbon weave.
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Adjustable swivel clamp
connects to most foot
stretchers and some riggers
(up to 2”)

Yes

Usually no

Depends on model

Yes

Depends on model

DESCRIPTION

ALDEN

EMPACHER

FILLIPPI

FLUIDESIGN

HUDSON

MONITOR MOUNTING OPTIONS

Rail Mount (MV-500RM)
Included in Cruz Kit

BOAT TYPE

Yes. Pole may need to be customized with
metric threads.

Yes. Pole may need to be customized with
metric threads.

No

Adjustable pole mounts on foot stretcher
tracks using standard T-bolts. Provides
mounting surface for Rail Mount or Cruz
Monitor Mount when foot stretcher is not
suitable or is blocked by wing rigger.

Telescoping Pole Needed to use
MBC-5000?
Order Separately

Yes, may require TPM

Yes may need TPM for wing rigger.

Yes. Can bolt directly to foot plate No, not compatible.
hole pattern if desired for
reduced weight.

Yes, may require TPM.

Yes, may require TPM

Yes

Flat aluminum bracket with
adjustable clamp, monitor pivot,
and quick release. Can be left in
boat. Can be permanently
mounted in Fluidesign.

Cruz Monitor Mount
(MBC-5000)
Order Separately

ROWING ACCESSORY GUIDE

Depends on model.

No

Maybe

If in doubt send us a photo of your foot stretcher area and we can recommend a solution. Some boats will require some trial and
error. Note that the MBC-5000 can be modified or bent as needed in special cases.

VESPOLI

WINTECH

WOODEN
BOATS

OTHER TYPES

Plastic film or cloth typical of
wooden shells

Smooth Carbon Fiber Deck
(angled, gently curved, or
flat)

Camera Mounting Options for
diﬀerent bow types

No

VANDUSEN

Order Separately

included in Cruz kit

No

No

Mount midway between bow Optionally, use the tall suction cup to
ball and V-splach. Not
get a better view over the boat and
recommend for wooden
waves. Not recommend for wooden
decks.
decks.

Tall Mount (MV-600SCM)

Often can clamp to rib or foot
stretcher

Yes, usually requires TPM.

Yes

Yes, may require TPM

Yes, may require TPM

Flush Mount (MV-700SCC)

Usually no unless wood
is coated with a smooth
layer of varnish.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes. It may also be possible to clamp to
a separate mount elsewhere on bow.

Not preferred.

one included with Cruz, may be used for
Monitor or Camera.

Rail Mount (MV-500RM) on V-splash

Usually not needed although may be useful
in some cases.

TPM usually required due to wing rigger.

Only required for wing rigger.

Yes, can clamp between rails.

Yes, can clamp between rails.

Yes might be needed.

No

Yes, may require TPM

RESOLUTE

Yes

Usually not needed except for wing rigger.

Maybe

Yes

PEINERT

Yes

Depends on model

KASCHPER

